YOU-Q Wheelchairs

LUCA

MWD QLASS

• Beautiful in its simplicity
• Exceptionally manoeuvrable

Anna about Luca MWD: “My Luca MWD is first and foremost a Luca, which means a chic design,
high-quality components, exceptionally high reliability and a modern look with a white or grey frame and
colourful accents. Furthermore, the drive wheels on my Luca MWD are fitted under the middle of the frame.
I sit right on top ofthem and that gives my Luca MWD an incredibly small turning circle. With my Luca MWD,
I can literally perform a pirouette of about 77 centimetres. The practical anti-tip system ensures that the Luca
remains safely upright. I use my Luca MWD indoors where its manoeuvrability is ideal, but the ingenious
Qlass seat system, suspension on the drive wheels and the spring-loaded seat back make it so comfortable
that I can ride smoothly over any bump outdoors as well. I like to be seen riding
around in this great-looking wheelchair.”

DIMENSIONS

MWD

Maximum speed

km/h

6 / 10

Maximum user weight

kg

160

Batteries

Ah

50 AGM / 78 GEL /60 GEL

Total length

mm

1180

12" Drive wheels

mm

590

14" Drive wheels

mm

625

Seat angle

°

0 - 7,5

Seat depth

mm

440 - 520

Seat width

mm

380 - 555

12" Drive wheels

mm

400

14" Drive wheels

mm

410

Backrest angle

°

89 - 118

Backrest height

mm

520 - 570

8"castor wheels

mm

200

9"castor wheels

mm

225

12" Drive wheels

mm

320

14" Drive wheels

mm

350

Powered backrest recline

°

88 - 120

Powerd tilt in space Qlass

°

0 - 45

Powered seatlift 1)

mm

0 - 300

Powered legrests

°

6 - 70

Total width

Ultra-compact
The Luca MWD has a compact frame with the
drive wheels fitted directly under the user’s seat,
which means it can turn on a postage stamp. This
kind of manoeuvrability is really practical. It makes
this wheelchair ideal for riding around indoors and
getting in and out of a lift.

Chic design
The one-piece frame of the Luca MWD is fitted
with top-quality components. The Luca MWD is
very maintenance-friendly and has a chic design.
The colourful accents can be replaced in a trice.

Qlass seat system
The Luca MWD is fitted with the highly-reputed
Qlass seat system. This reliable system can be
completely adjusted to meet individual requirements to provide the user with optimal comfort
over long periods of time.

Seat height cushion excluded

Diameter castor wheel

Diameter drive wheel

1) seat height + 4 cm

ISO 7176-19
EN12182 (1999)
EN12184 (2009)
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